SCIENTISTS FOR TRUTH AGAINST FAKE SCIENCE & EXTINCTION REBELLION
Exxon-Mobil oligarchs, 5G
Globalists, ExtinctionRebellion
ARE ALL IN IT TOGETHER
 Gail Bradbrook, one of, if not the main organiser of #ExtinctionRebellion
(#XR) is a former director, and now in charge of programme development at
CitizensOnline, where she is as a "a digital inclusion strategy specialist,
consulting with a wide range of clients such as EE, London Connects and the
Cabinet Office." https://www.citizensonline.org.uk/meet-the-team/

ExtinctionRebellion
is FakeProtest
ExtinctionRebellion (#XR) is nothing to do with “Saving-ThePlanet”. It’s a desperate ignorant #FakeProtest attempt to save
the Man-made CO2-GlobalWarming failing hoax +related UNEU Globalist Energy price hikes & “sustainability” diktats in
the interests of #BigOil & #Agenda21 #SocialCleansing-forexpensive homes property Speculation-Developers.
 Real Science shows there is NO EVIDENCE FOR Man-made
CO2 Global-Warming ONLY EVIDENCE AGAINST.

 The Board of Directors of CitizensOnline also contains a former head of
Exxon Mobil.... as well as Lord Anthony Tudor St John, ex senior
consultant to Merrill-Lynch and Legal Counsel for Shell, who’s heavily
invested the satellite and aerospace industries which will be involved in the
roll-out world-wide of dangerous, damaging 5G coverage. See
https://windowsontheworld.net/video_type/globalist-fake-revolution/
 Oil-barons**, plutocrats, financial oligarchs, The Govt & Lords of the
realm back #XR law-breaking to promote #GlobalWarming
#FakeScience! The 'Climate Change' policies Extinction Rebellion push for
- Agenda21/ 2030 - ARE the survival strategies of the oligarchs in the
'sustainable' future they’ve planned for us:- Crazy priced housing &
#SocialCleansing for smart-grid compact Cities; Dangerous 5G connected to
everything, monitoring & controlling us, much of the land becoming 'ecoreserve'/ no-go-zones. (research Thom Forester)
LINKS: https://windowsontheworld.net/video_type/fake-rebellion-explainedextinction-rebellion/ https://steemit.com/news/@francesleader/from-occupy-toextinction-rebellion-exposing-the-common-purpose

**Also BigOil have backed UN-IPCC GlobalWarming policy since 2004 –
as on their websites + reported in the #ExxonKnew Court cases Spring 2018

 In 12 years time (the deluded #XR extinction warning period) the real
world will be very cold - in a MiniIceAge not ‘Runaway warming’.
 XR activists should REBEL (#XRR) against their Globalist masters and
instead take action against high energy charges (follow the French lead!),
fuel poverty & Social-Cleansing.

BBC, Al Gore and UN challenged to debate and
provide real data evidence of CO2 Climate story
The latest UN-IPCC climate alarm – which #ExtinctionRebellion was set-up to get alarmed about - is intended to cover-up
their #FakeScience but is now met with scientists’ 6point challenge - with response deadline Dec 14 =>

1. The CO2 story is a new WMD
"This is the most deluded, desperate, dishonest & fraudulent ever warning of Climate Doom to emanate from the
UN; equal only in dishonesty and false-alarmism to their infamous WMD (Weapons of Mass Destruction) Report
which led to the Iraq war. The BBCTV+Radio4 (with ITV + SkyNews following) explicit avoidance of balance on this
issue is a disgraceful attack on freedom of expression + their duty to provide balance. The reason for scrapping debate is
they know the Climate-Alarm story is falsity. They’re scared of debate.

2. ADMIT the CO2 story is false or
provide real data rebuttal by Dec14
"There is no scientific peer-reviewed paper in existence which shows - using
real data in the last 100, 1000, or 10,000 years - that CO2 level rises drive
temperature rises and we challenge IPCC, Al Gore and the BBC to provide such
(by Dec 14 deadline, the end of COP24). The observed facts are CO2 levels are AN
EFFECT NOT A CAUSE of Climate (Temps) and the CO2 warming ‘theory’
violates basic Laws of physics (slides 20-29 http://bit.ly/2QAeDsr)"
 Antarctic temperatures recently plunged close to the coldest possible on Earth!
@Wattsupwiththat. There are now dangerously too many polar bears in many
places – so-called “Global-Warming” has NOT reduced them.

3. The #ClimateGate scandal lives on – a disgrace to science
"Real data (satellite measurements) show world temperatures are now falling under satellite measurements and that current
reported rises in surface temperatures depend on politically motivated fraudulent 'adjustments' and 'selection' of actual data.
These ‘adjustments’ are a continuation of the data fraud exposed in the Climate-Gate Scandal ~2009 at the ClimateResearch-Unit (CRU) of the University Of East Anglia, see www.WeatherAction.com and
https://www.lavoisier.com.au/articles/greenhouse-science/climate-change/climategate-emails.pdf
The very warm summer spell 2018 in Britain Ireland and N/W Europe was mis-represented by BBC and warmist propaganda
organs as a world / North-Hemisphere heatwave. Yet much of Russia, Australia and South America were then extremely
cold and N Hemisphere average land temperature on eg July 30th 2018 was in fact 0.2C BELOW normal.

4. The Global-Warming Hoax is driving #GreenGenocide
"Policy makers should note the recent World Health Organisation report from another branch of the UN. It states many
millions died of fuel and energy poverty related causes last year. A high proportion of these die every year because of
energy price rises and scarcities imposed by 'Climate Change' policies. The UN want to continue this 'Green-Genocide'.
We must end it and demand energy at COST not vast profits & taxes for #BigOil, climate data fraudsters & governments".
HUGE petrol price protests against UN-EU Climate policy in France (under-reported on BBC!) show the way!
http://www.who.int/news-room/detail/02-05-2018-9-out-of-10-people-worldwide-breathe-polluted-air-but-more-countries-are-taking-action; https://www.energynews.es/en/7000premature-deaths-are-associated-with-energy-poverty/; https://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/cold-weather-uk-winter-deaths-europe-polar-vortex-a8224276.html

5. The #GlobalWarming story is a political operation NOT about science or environment - admits UN chief
"UN Climate policy is FakeScience & fraud and entirely political - not scientific or environmental in its purpose; a
fact they admit. In Nov 2010 Ottmar Edenhofer Co-chair of UN-IPCC Working Group 3 said (link in Presentation
http://bit.ly/2QAeDsr): 'One must say clearly that we redistribute de-facto the world's wealth by climate policy...One has to
free oneself from the illusion that international climate policy is environmental policy. This has almost nothing to do with
environmental policy anymore'.
"The UN 'climate' objective is, they claim, some sort of wealth redistribution on the back of climate alarm. What we actually
have on the back of this climate fraud which enables deluded people to believe they are 'saving the planet' is the opposite.
We have massive theft by Wall-Street super Corporations, BigOil and '(‘green’) subsidy entrepreneurs' (eg Elon
Musk) to support massive insane #FakeGreen projects - wind farms, damming the Amazon, destruction of Usa
forests for UK Drax power station polluting wood-chips & so on; alongside massive job destruction in USA, UK &
Europe, liquidation of the middle-classes & impoverishment + super-exploitation of lowest income groups worldwide.

6. CO2 is #TheGasOfLife - The world needs more not less
CO2 fertilization Greening Earth – NASA https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/.../carbon-dioxide-fertilization-greening-earth
26 Apr 2016 - From a quarter to half of Earth’s vegetated lands has shown significant greening over the last 35 years largely due to
rising levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide, according to a new study published in Nature Climate Change April 25.

Public MEETING Thurs 20* Dec

- What’s wrong with the CO2 story:

- The Science & what have BBC, UN & Al-Gore got to hide (any
responses to Dec14 deadline), *venue & definite date via contacts below.

Royal Institution suppresses scientific debate
The 20 Dec meeting was to be held at The Royal Institution in “Christmas Lecture
style” with physics demonstrations but they cancelled us out claiming the meeting was
against their “principles”!! Michael Faraday is turning in his grave!
Videos, podcasts, presentations, meetings on the 6 point Climate
challenge, Fighting Social-Cleansing + Agenda21 & related matters:
https://windowsontheworld.net/ , www.WeatherAction.com

Issued by the Committee for the establishment of the Independent Accountable
Science Academy – via WeatherAction 07958713320 & WindowsOnTheWorld

